1965 chevy c10 steering column
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Classic Trucks we looked at the updates that were done to a Chevy pickup belonging to Hec
Valdez. Since its retirement, what once was a working truck is now a work in progress and so
far it's been treated to updated front and rear suspension and disc brakes at all four corners
with parts from Performance Online. The next stage of the truck's transformation was to add a
power steering kit from Performance Online. This navigational update was done in preparation
for an engine swap that would replace the inline-six and three-speed trans with a much livelier
small-block Chevy V The power steering would be quicker and lighter than the stock manual
box, making the truck much more enjoyable to drive. Performance Online's power steering
conversion kit for Chevy and GMC trucks is available for small-block, big-block, and six-cylinder
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steering box our own Classic Trucks tech center wizards, Jason Scudellari and Christian
Arriero, installed the new steering box mounting bracket and modified the stock steering
column by cutting off the bottom of the shaft and welding on a new section of shaft with a rag
joint that came with the Performance Online kit. With the steering box in place, a new Pitman
arm, center link, tie-rod ends, and idler arm were installed, replacing the high-mileage originals.
The last chore was to install the power steering pump and hoses. Like most trucks that are
ongoing projects that are also being driven regularly improvements often come in stages. The
next big change to Valdez's truck came with swapping the original six-cylinder engine for a V-8,
and, while he was at it, after that came a new ididit steering column from LMC Truck. Available
with or without a shifter, in paintable steel or chrome, a plated tilt column with a shifter was
picked as the truck was now equipped with an automatic rather than the original
three-on-the-tree manual trans. To go along with the new column, LMC supplied a steering
column installation kit with an upper U-joint, collapsible shaft, and lower rag joint. While
checking things off on his LMC shopping list, Valdez selected a stock-style reproduction
steering wheel and horn button to go with the new column. Now that the truck is no longer part
of the workforce, Valdez is continuing to make modifications to the C10 to make it a better
driver, more comfortable, and a whole bunch cooler. Sounds like a pretty good retirement plan
for a classic truck. Text and Photo Courtesy of Ididit This quick and easy step of synchronizing
your ididit steering column is oftentimes overlooked and should be done before placing your
steering wheel and adaptor onto your column for final assembly. If you look at the top portion of
your ididit steering column you will see that the shaft extends further than the length of the
column and protrudes through the center of the white horn cam, which sits above the top of the
column sleeve. The horn cam not only acts as the mechanism for your horn, but it also ensures
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need to complete your steering system. Steering Column Shift Indicator with Housing and
Pointer, Chrome, Universal GIVE your vehicle that showcase look with this universal steering
column shift indicator with point and chrome indicator housing. Steering Column Shift Indicator
with Pointer, Universal, 3 or 4 Speed Add this universal stick-on shift indicator to your list, if
you are running a tilt steering column with shifter. Steering Column Shifter Knob, Polished or
Brushed Aluminum These trick looking steering column shifter knobs are simple way to
improve the look of your interior. Tilt Steering Column Lever and Knob Kit, Polished or Brushed
Aluminum Performance Online's steering column lever and knob kit is an inexpensive way to
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Hardware. Part Quick View. Ships Free. Nostalgia Steel Steering Column. Universal Shift
Indicator Housing, Chrome. Overall Thickness: 1. Hole Diameter: 2. Hole Diameter: 1. Speedway
Stainless Steel Steering Columns. Steering Wheel Adapter, GM. Chrome Steering Wheel Adapter
Cover. Overall Thickness: 2. Load More Products. Relevance Selected. Steering Columns
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street machine stolen is a stomach-wrenching experience. Through a desperately needed stroke
of good luck, the police recovered our 70 Chevelle. Of course, the model citizens who pilfered
Cheap Street managed to mangle a few things on the car, so weve been repairing the damage
over the last few weeks. They screwed up the steering column pretty badly, mostly from
slide-hammering the ignition-lock cylinder. We
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cant figure out why, because the keys were in the ignition when it was stolen. That means that
the thieves were even dumber than we were for leaving the keys there in the first place. After
assessing the damage, we were pleased to find that the main steering collar and shift tube were
left intact. Browsing through Year Ones Chevelle catalog yielded all the parts we needed to
repair the mangled steering column and a few other things that needed rebuilding or replacing
anyway. Our Chevelle is equipped with the standard non-tilt column used in most and-later GM
cars, which proved to be surprisingly easy to rebuild. The cosmetic improvement alone was well
worth the afternoons time spent disassembling and detailing the assembly. The only downside
is the dramatic contrast it creates with the dingy dashboard and broken instrumentation. Well
remedy that soon enough, but in the meantime check out how we freshened up the column.
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